SUPER-220 (TO-273AA)

EXAMPLE: THIS IS AN IRFBA22N50A WITH ASSEMBLY LOT CODE 1789 ASSEMBLED ON WW 19, 1997 IN THE ASSEMBLY LINE "C"

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER LOGO

ASSEMBLY LOT CODE

Note: "P" in assembly line position indicates "Lead - Free"

PART NUMBER

DATE CODE
YEAR 7 = 1997 WEEK 19 LINE C TOP

SUPER-247 (TO-274AA)

EXAMPLE: THIS IS AN IRFPS37N50A WITH ASSEMBLY LOT CODE 1789 ASSEMBLED ON WW 19, 1997 IN THE ASSEMBLY LINE "C"

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER LOGO

ASSEMBLY LOT CODE

Note: "P" in assembly line position indicates "Lead - Free"

PART NUMBER

DATE CODE
YEAR 7 = 1997 WEEK 19 LINE C TOP

POWIRTAB (TO-275AA)

EXAMPLE: THIS IS AN 100BG0015 WITH ASSEMBLY LOT CODE A8B9

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER LOGO

ASSEMBLY LOT CODE

PART NUMBER

DATE CODE (YYWW)
YY = YEAR WW = WEEK TOP

Note: "P" in assembly line position indicates "Lead - Free"